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Technological advancements in the fields of communication and information sharing
and usage are coming forth more and more rapidly. Information technologies are
being introduced in fields that traditionally have been quite isolated in the
technological sense. While previously not very distinguished by technological
standards, the preschools are now in a process of evolution. A new information
technology system for expanding communication possibilities between preschools and
caregivers is being developed and tested in a pilot project in Stockholm, Sweden. This
system, presently called the Preschool Portal, uses existing technologies like
computers, mobile phones and the Internet with the aim of easing information access
for both caregivers and preschool employees. The core of the system is an Internet
portal where information related to participating preschools is stored. The portal
provides both parts with functions to retrieve as well as share information and is
online-based which means that it can be accessed from any Internet-connected
compute.
Using surveys and interviews as the main methods this thesis work strives to answer
the question of how this previously non-technological workplace will handle the
transition to this advanced and highly integrated information technology system. The
preschools in focus in this project are used to work mainly with paper notes and
lighter document handling on a computer, with information gathered from telephone
and face-to-face conversations. It also looks at the relationship between the
caregivers and the preschool employees partly to find out how the caregivers will use
the system via their mobile phones, partly if and how that will change the way of work
for the preschool employees. The results from the work are presented as a
prototype for an iPhone application connecting to the Preschool Portal, and valuable
knowledge about how non-technologically based workplaces are affected by the
introduction of a system like the Preschool Portal.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Detta är ett examensarbete inom området Människa-dator Interaktion. Det handlar om att
implementera IT-lösningar inom ett område där detta tidigare inte varit vanligt. Det
behandlar vilka fördelar som kan dras av en sådan lösning, och eventuella problem man
kan behöva ta sig förbi.
Mer eller mindre avancerade IT-lösningar blir allt vanligare i vårt moderna samhälle. Allt
eftersom tekniken blir mer sofistikerad kan den anpassas till fler användningsområden. Till
exempel mobiltelefoner, som detta examensarbete fokuserar mycket på, har utvecklats
mycket snabbt de senaste åren och nu nått en nivå där de i flera fall kan ersätta en dator.
Något som tagit det mobila användningsområdet till ytterligare höjder är uppkomsten av
så kallade smartphones, eller smarta mobiltelefoner. Av särskilt intresse är att dessa
telefoner erbjuder användaren möjlighet att installera ytterligare funktioner i telefonen,
utöver de som fanns tillgängliga när telefonen införskaffades.
I fokus i detta examensarbete är mobilversionen av en Internetbaserad tjänst för att låta
vårdnadshavare kommunicera med förskolepersonal via just Internet. Tjänsten kallas
Förskoleportalen och är en mötesplats på Internet som man ansluter till genom sin
webbläsare i datorn. I förskoleportalen kan man se till exempel nyheter, matsedel och
schema för den förskola där ens barn går. Man kan också bland annat sjukanmäla eller
ledighetsanmäla sitt barn. Samma portal används vidare av förskolepersonalen på två
olika sätt. Antingen i deras egna datorer på kontoret eller på stora pekskärmar som sitter
monterade i hallen på förskolorna. Pekskärmarna kan även användas av vårdnadshavare.
Tanken med pekskärmarna är bland annat att fungera som en digital anslagstavla där
aktuell information visas för vårdnadshavarna.
Förskoleportalen som utvecklas av Abou AB har varit under utveckling en tid och testats i
ett pilotprojekt i några förskolor i Stockholm. Nu satsar man på att ta konceptet vidare till
mobila enheter och första plattformen som får ta del av portalen är pekskärmstelefonen
iPhone.
Under examensarbetet har en applikation för iPhone tagits fram som en prototyp till den
mobila portalen. Samtidigt undersöks vilken typ av mobiltelefonanvändare
vårdnadshavarna i pilotprojektet är: hur de använder mobiltelefoner, vilka krav de ställer
och hur stor nytta de har av att använda Förskoleportalen i sin telefon. En lika intressant
aspekt är hur förskolepersonalen påverkas av IT-lösningen. Förskolorna i pilotprojektet är
arbetsplatser där användarna inte är särskilt vana vid att använda datorer i sitt arbete. De
har hittills mest förlitat sig på andra metoder för kommunikation såsom telefonsamtal och
pappersanteckningar, även om datorer har använts i mindre utsträckning för vissa
uppgifter. I och med att en stor IT-lösning tas i bruk som blir kärnan i både
kommunikationen mellan vårdnadshavare och förskolepersonal och informationshantering
i allmänhet kommer det ställas nya krav på framför allt de förskoleanställda. Om
vårdnadshavarna använder Förskoleportalen i större utsträckning, både den mobila
versionen och den persondatorbaserade, kommer väldigt mycket av informationsflödet
hamna digitalt i IT-systemet. Detta är något som personalen på förskolorna måste hantera
och därför är det intressant att undersöka även detta i examensarbetet, särskilt då hur
stor inverkan just mobiltelefonversionen har på denna förändring.
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För att ta reda på underlaget för resultaten har en enkät använts som främsta
informationskälla. Enkäten gjordes tillgänglig online och på papper. Denna har även
kompletterats med intervjuer med vårdnadshavarna. Dessa gjordes på plats på
förskolorna där vårdnadshavarna fångades i farten när de hämtade och lämnade sina
barn.
Resultaten visar i huvudsak att förskolorna för tillfället saknar erfarenhet att jobba med
datorer i större utsträckning vilket gör att införandet av en större IT-lösning som
Förskoleportalen kan bli en utmaning då den måste integreras mycket väl med
förskolornas befintliga arbetsuppgifter och informationsflöden. Resultaten visar dock
också att förskolepersonalen ofta är villiga att anta denna utmaning och arbeta för att bli
vana datoranvändare. De har under pilotprojektet sett fördelarna med Förskoleportalen
som ger möjlighet att organisera information på ett bättre sätt och ger personalen mer tid
att arbeta med barnen då vårdnadshavarna kan få en större del av den information de
behöver från portalen. Att de kan sköta uppgifter så som att sjukanmäla sina barn med
den automatiserade process portalen erbjuder gör också att dessa informationsutbyten
flyttas från tidsupptagande möten mellan personal och vårdnadshavare, till portalen.
Detta ger även det mer tid att sköta de direkta arbetsuppgifterna.
Resultaten visar också att vårdnadshavarna är relativt avancerade mobiltelefonanvändare.
Många av dem använder pekskärmstelefoner vilket gör att en applikation för iPhone är De
använder sig mer än gärna av moderna och avancerade tjänster som GPS- och
Internetanslutna system som hjälper dem i vardagen. Att de redan är vana vid att använda
sådana tjänster är ett gott tecken då det förmodligen innebär att de är mer villiga att
prova Förskoleportalen och att de kommer att använda den relativt flitigt. Flera
vårdnadshavare väljer faktiskt för tillfället att inte använda portalen då de inte ser direkta
fördelar med den men uppger att en mobil version skulle få dem att börja använda
portalen dagligen. Att de flesta väljer att använda portalen som främsta
kommunikationsmedel gör att nästan all information kommer att komma in den vägen
vilket blir viktigt för att personalen ska se de stora fördelarna med IT-lösningen.
Överlag har Förskoleportalen stor potential att bli en succé då det finns hängivna
användare i båda ändar, detta särskilt om mobilapplikationen blir en framgång. Det som
krävs är en grundlig utvärdering av pilotprojektet för att hitta källor till problem som trots
allt finns. Personalen är visserligen villig att använda datorstödda tjänster i sitt arbete men
är för tillfället relativt okunniga i datorarbete och hur de ska kunna utnyttja datortjänster
maximalt i sitt arbete. Även själva personalen uppger att de kommer att kräva mycket
träning och utbildning för att kunna använda IT-lösningen i sitt arbete utan att den blir en
stor stressfaktor. Därmed blir integrationen av IT-lösningen i förskolorna en mycket viktig
framgångsfaktor för hela projektet. Detta gäller även integrationen av den mobila
applikationen i systemets helhet och i hur användandet av den kommer att påverka
informationsflödet i portalen i stort, och därmed även personalens reaktion på systemet.
Men det finns mycket stor potential för att projektet blir framgångsrikt.
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Abbreviations
AB!
-!
App! -!
FMWC! -!
GPS! -!
HCI!
-!
HTTP! -!
IDE!
-!
IT!
-!
Mail! -!
MMS! -!
OS!
-!
PC!
-!
PIN!
-!
SDK! -!
SMS! -!
SSL! -!
TLS!
-!
XML! -!

Stock Corporation (Swedish: AktieBolag)
Application (often used for computer software applications)
Fully Mobile Wirelessly Connected
Global Positioning System
Human Computer Interaction
Hyper Text Markup Language
Integrated Development Environment
Information Technology
Short for e-mail
Multimedia Messaging Service
Operating System
Personal Computer
Personal Identification Number
Standard Development Kit
Short Messaging Service
Secure Socket Layer
Transport Layer Security
Extended Markup Language
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Introduction
During the past decade mobile phones have become an important part of everyones daily
life. They have evolved from being just a phone making calls on the go, to a
communication device in many ways as competent as a desktop computer. And
possibilities for use does not stop with people-to-people communication. All kinds of
services are available through Internet today, and many of those services are targeted
directly to mobile phones, or include a version taylored for mobile platforms. People
around the world, ranging from children at the age of about 10 to adults at the age of 70
or more, can use a mobile phone for almost anything they want or need.
Utilities for helping in everyday activities and chores have grown popular and are
increasingly useful. An example would be services for browsing for a dinner recipie online,
and when a recipie catches the users’ interest its ingredients can be automatically made
into a shopping list. If a user in a grocery store discovers an amazing deal on let’s say a
fine selection of meat, finding a recipie online and creating that shopping list in less than a
minute can be a life saver in a stressed moment. Another example could be when on the
bus heading for the gym and the user has forgotten to make a reservation on todays
excercise which can only be done through the gyms’ online booking service. With a
mobile phone ready, the user can get online and make the reservation and thus not miss
out on the activity.
Information technologies as a whole are being continously more integrated into our
society with each passing year. More and more services and activities that is traditionally
not done with the aid of computers or information technology are undergoing a transition
in the way they are handled. The goals when making this transition are not always the
same but they often originate in an ambition to either make the process more time
efficient, less resource demanding or less complicated for the users, or a combination of
these. The outcome however is not always a complete success for all parts. In Stockholm
the list of services will soon grow to include an online portal for the city’s preschools.
Abou AB want to make life easier for caregivers and simplify everyday tasks related to
preschool activities and therefore they are developing the Preschool Portal. The portal is
an Internet based service which allow caregivers and preschools to share information
concerning everyday activity. Through this portal caregivers can do many things related to
their childrens’ preschool activities in one place. The portal is intended fore use either
from a computer for example at a caregivers home, or from the preschools. However they
also want to expand it with a version for mobile phones. The mobile version will feature
most services that the full portal includes.
The purpose of this thesis work is to examine and estimate the effects of the introduction
of the Preschool Portal IT system in the context of preschools and caregivers and to
develop a prototype for the Preschool Portal mobile phone application. It studies how the
caregivers will use the portal via their mobile phones, and how the preschool employees’
respond to the possible changing way of communication and the increased amount of
work being done on computers. It investigates some implications and difficulties related
to developing the mobile application used in this project, as well as integrating that
application in a preschool, with the Preschool Portal system. Furthermore since IT
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projects often aims at making positive changes, the positive effects for the preschools
and its employees as well as the caregivers are investigated.
The precise questions formulated as a basis for the study are presented in the Problem
Description chapter followed by the Method chapter which explains how the results
where derived. The Results themselves are presented in the then following chapter,
organized to view the situation both from a caregivers perspective and a preschool
employees. Finally the Discussion rounds off and goes deeper and broader in the
perspective with the results as the foundation.
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Background
Information technology today is integrated into almost every part of our society. Many
cafés have WiFi hotspots 1 for instant access to the Internet with a laptop or other device
with WiFi connectivity. Advanced mobile computers are getting smaller and more portable
with every passing year without lessening performance. Furthermore, modern
smartphones 2 are powerful enough to handle many tasks that some years ago required a
conventional desktop computer. With a large, high resolution screen, lots of memory and
a powerful processor they can for example render even the most content-filled web
pages or open and read the most widely used document types without sacrificing
information or usability. Since the smartphone fits in a pocket it is always available for use
wherever the user chooses to bring it. The world quickly shrinks when information has
become so easily obtained by using for example the Internet and a GPS.
The power and flexibility of modern smartphones provide developers with interesting
possibilities to create innovative and usable applications and services. One example is
Internet banking. The users may use a mobile phone application 3 to log in to their
Internet bank to handle accounts and bills. This require a certain level of security to
function safely which is possible due to use of for example encryption of data in a secure
way 4. This is also discussed in detail by Pöpper, Cˇapkun, Basin and Cremers in [9].
In addition to this a phone can connect to social networks allowing the user to browse
pictures, videos and talk to friends to name a few. Social forums on the Internet is still a
growing area of communication and new taylored applications for mobile phones appear
every now and then. Many smartphones also feature a built in GPS 5 which allows for
numerous useful features if paired with the appropriate software. For example many of
the mentioned social applications can also use the GPS to find out where the users
phone is. The application can then show interesting information related to its context. For
example a user seeking to relax could easily locate nearby cafés and show them on a
map along with the users present location, or use voice guided navigation to find the way
to a selected location.

Hotspot (Wi-Fi): Often an Internet gateway that customers (or other users depending on context) can
connect to wirelessly via their computer or mobile device.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wifi_hotspot
1

The term smartphone is in this thesis used to describe a mobile phone which in addition to regular mobile
phone features such as call making, sms services and calendar functions allow the user to install additional
software on the phone, synchronize the phones data with another device.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
2

The term mobile phone application is in this thesis used to describe a program created for a specific
purpose and for a specific platform (such as an iOS or Android device).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_software
3

4

Data Encryption Standard: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_Encryption_Standard

Global Positioning System: Enables the user of a GPS receiver to know where he or she is. The location is
calculated based on information from four or more satellites in an unobstructed line from the receiver.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Positioning_System
5
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Furthermore in an interesting project in New York, travellers can now pay for their subway
ride using Visa’s new payWave technology 6 and an Apple iPhone 7. The phone is
communicating with special terminals at the subway ticket areas. By using a specific
application and holding the iPhone in front of the terminal the subway ticket is purchased.
Of course giving all these wonderful features and possibilities to the users demands some
work from the developers. In a paper Gorlenko and Merrick [3] analyse the field of mobile
wireless computing. They state that ”Contextual awareness in mobile environments is often perceived as critical for a successful FMWC application.” 8 and that ”Usability in a
mobile environment is influenced ... by the nature of applications running on FMWC
devices.”. Thus the developer striving to make a highly useful mobile phone application
should not only focus on creating a nice looking and user friendly application that does
what it is supposed to, but also imagine in what context the user actually will be using the
application and make sure it will always function under those circumstances. Thus
focusing on the user and the correct context should be prioritised, not the actual
functions of the application itself. The user often has his or her mind focused on
something else beside the mobile phone meaning that the phone will often be used as a
useful aid, and should be able to function as such.
On the whole, since a mobile phone is brought with the user everywhere he or she goes it
will be used in a very wide array of contexts. The phone, as well as the used application,
should optimally be designed and developed with all these contexts in mind.
With all these new and exciting services constantly emerging and old ones being replaced
or enhanced by utilizing a mobile phone the modern world is in the middle of an
evolution. With the appropriate software and good implementation the possibilities are
almost endless. All this power at the fingertips of the user.

The Preschool Portal Project
The Preschool Portal Project is an IT system aiming at combining preschool activities with
modern technology. The intention is to streamline the preschool employees work and
make their workday more efficient while at the same time making communication
between caregivers and employees easier. Furthermore it aims to simplify for caregivers
to take part of information from and about their preschool. The core of the system is an
online Internet portal for caregivers and preschool employees. Here preschool-related
information about the children and caregivers as well as the preschool and its activities is
gathered in one place. The system is meant to make this information accessible from
anywhere using an Internet-connected device. In the preschools associated with the pilot
project the system is currently used on touchscreens and standard office computers. The
touchscreens are often mounted by the preschool entrance and can be used by both
caregivers and preschool employees

Visa payWave is a service for commuters to pay for subway, bus or train using a VISA connected to their
mobile phone.
http://corporate.visa.com/media-center/press-releases/press1057.jsp
6

7

Apple iPhone: A touchscreen smartphone from Apple.

8

FMWC: Fully Mobile Wireless Connected
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My Thoughts and Assumptions for the Respective User Groups
Caregivers
When designing a mobile application for the Preschool Portal there are some key
requirements to consider. First and foremost the service and application should be
straightforward and easy to use. One of the main points of using the Preschool Portal in a
mobile phone is that it can be used almost anywhere and at anytime. The mobile
application also needs to be quick and efficient to use. It does not have to contain all of
the features of the full computer version used on a PC or the touchscreens but the
supported features should be the ones that can be done on the run with a minimum of
information.
Furthermore caregivers should feel certain that information they enter in the mobile
application and send to the Internet service always arrive at the destination. They should
also feel that the security is appropriate for handling private information. They have to be
able to trust the service.
Preschool Employees
Preschool is about caring for children and since they are active most of the day and
require a lot of attention, minimizing the time needed to work in front of a computer is
important. Using the Preschool Portal along with the touchscreens and a mobile
application will require the employees to use the computer more actively time than before
however, and therefore optimizing the information flow and ease of use should be given
high priority. Incoming information should be easy to reach and be presented in a way
that does not demand unnessecary attention from the user. The same should be true for
outgoing information.
The experience of working with computers vary a lot between individual preschools and
employees. To give everybody the same chance of utilizing the services, the employees
should be educated in how the new system works and what is expected of them when
using it. This applies both for the office computer service and the touchscreen.

Abou AB
During this thesis I am working with Abou AB 9. It is a growing company in Stockholm
specializing in e-services and innovative process development. Their vision is to
streamline their clients work processes and find new and innovative solutions. They are
inspired by Apple and Toyota among others for their inspiring and consistent work with
design, technology and methods for streamlining. Agile methods like SCRUM and
Kanban are important parts of the work processes in their projects.
Among other projects, Abou are currently developing the Preschool Portal for the
preschools in Stockholm. They wanted a mobile phone application developed for the

9

Abou AB: http://www.abou.se
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caregivers as the result from a thesis work. This way they would also get the scientific
approach on the work with the intriguing results that follows.
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Theory
This thesis work include two major technology systems: caregiver’s mobile phones and
the combination of touchscreens and desktop computers at the preschools. Since this is
a thesis work in the field of HCI, the usability of these systems is of particular interest.
”the ease of use and learnability of a human-made object” 10
This is according to Wikipedia the definition of usability and it very much represent the
core of a usability definition for mobile phones. Advanced hardware can be great when
utilized approprietly, however if the software running on the phone is not well designed
the device as a whole will not be very useful to the average user. A common term to
measure how easy a piece of technology or system is to get used to is the term learning
curve.
”A learning curve is a relationship of the duration or the degree of effort invested in learning and
experience with the resulting progress, considered as an exploratory discovery process.” 11
The learning curve can be measuring the level of difficulty of learning the basics of some
tool, in this case a mobile phone interface, and how much more the user can learn after
mastering the basics, and how difficult that knowledge is to aquire. If the learning curve is
too steep and the functions too hard to use, the user will not be pleased with the
experience and may even stop using the device.
All the features of modern mobile phones requires well thought through design solutions
that are intuitive to use. The design should speak to the user in a way that makes the user
want to try to use it and consequently learn the usage patterns.
The use of a touchscreen as the main input source have given user interface developers
possibilities of finding new design solutions. With a touchscreen interface, the user can
just point on the element he or she wants to interact with. Sliding the finger back and
forth over the screen can present new elements and clever programming can guess
where the user intented to put the finger, and act accordingly. This type of feedback from
the device makes the user feel in control and may encourage him or her to try new usage
patterns and discover new features of the interface. Furthermore the current trend for
high-end touchscreen phone designs is larger and larger phones, which often is equal to
a bigger screen and therefore also easier interaction.
However merely having this technology and these tools for development at ones disposal
does not in itself mean that a high level of usability for the system will be achieved.
Gulliksen and Göransson [33] discuss several important factors in creating a succesful
system from a usability point of view. These factors can also be applied for mobile phone
applications in many ways. The authors make important statements about the process of
developing and designing an IT system and emphasize that the system should be focus
on the end users of the system. In this book they present Allwood’s definition of usability
from [34] which defines several important aspects of usability as
”accessibility, associability with and support for the mental functioning of a human,
individualisation, and support resources”.
10

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usability

11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curve_%28disambiguation%29
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However Gulliksen and Göransson also states that relying too much on such definitions
when designing for usability should sometimes be avoided. It is often important to have
clearly defined processes for developing IT systems but using them believing that they
will hands down lead to a great system every time is usually a bad idea. Similar
conclusions are drawn by Shackel and Richardson in [35]. Though giving a set of goals to
reach when considering usability design, they emphasize that it is vital
”that users and managers are fully involved in this specification process”
According to Gulliksen and Göransson [33] an all too common problem is that the
organization that orders an IT system has little or no knowledge of what kind of solution
they want. Without caring much about the actual end users of the system a IT system
provider is contacted with an enquiry to develop a solution for the organization. The client
may supply a provisional specification of requirements that is often too generalizing or
inaccurate to actually represent the user’s needs, or they may leave the specifying entirely
up to the provider. The results are all too often the same: the delivered IT system is not
optimally suited to the end users and may end up being very different compared to what
the client originally wanted. Gulliksen and Göransson make comparisons with the
construction industry and the laws and regulations that exist there to ensure that the
provider delivers something that will be useful for the client. Personally I believe that
similar laws should apply to clients to make sure that they order IT systems that actually
helps the users, instead of making their work more complex and complicated.
The process of designing an IT system aiming for excellent usability should be very
interested in how the end users are working and what they want to get out of the new
system. It is important that a system is not designed with the outspoken purpose of
drastically changing the way the end users work and perform their tasks. Instead the
developing process should include rigorous fact-finding sessions with the end users in
order to find out how they are currently working, how the IT system can improve the work
process and how to introduce those improvements without making too drastic changes in
the users routines. When integrating a new IT system in a workplace not used to working
with IT at all, a system that is too complex or poorly designed will scare off the users
instead of helping them in their work.
During the process of developing the IT system the developers should try to incorporate
the end users as much as possible in the process. Gulliksen and Göransson suggest that
”working very near the users, almost living with them” through field studies during this
process will result in a more suitable final product. By studying the user very close,
observing their habits of work and how an IT system would fit in that environment, a
better set of guidelines for the development can be derived. It is also important to study
what kind of data or information that is handled at the work place, and maybe even more
important what the purpose is with using that data. If it is known excatly what kind of data
the users are working with, how they work with it and what the purpose of using the data
is, the chance of creating a highly useful IT system is a lot greater. Furthermore some
goals for the usage of the system as well as usability goals should be defined. By
establishing goals based on how the users work and what they do during specific work
processes, goals for specific parts of the IT system can be established as well. These
goals are necessary since they force the developer to think like the users do, instead of
estimating their needs by guessing.
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Finally one of the most important goals of a good IT system should be that it benefits the
users in their work. Most people are often willing to adapt to changes if they feel and
realize that the new way of working provides possibilities for a better work environment
and better results. If they feel that they are being aided by the technology they are more
likely to embrace it. The probability of the users feeling this way is much higher if the IT
system if designed and developed based on their needs and how they work, rather than
how the developers feel that the work should be done. However if the opposite is true
and the users have not been a strong part of the process there is a high risk that they will
have a hard time adapting to the technology. They will feel that it is not working the way
they are used to and would like it to, likely because it was not designed with their explicit
needs in mind. By making use of field studies and many study sessions the former of
these two scenarios can more succesfully be achieved.

Hence, this thesis adresses the following questions:
Caregivers:
How do the caregivers use the Preschool Portal services via their mobile phones and
what specific needs do they have?
What kind of mobile phone users are likely to be using the IT system and which are the
benefits for the caregivers?
Preschool employees:
What do the employees require of the system to make it function in their work?
Which are the benefits for the employees?
What should be considered during the development and implementation of the new IT
system to make it provide enough benefits?
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Problem Description
Developing and integrating an IT system like the Preschool Portal in the context of
preschools is not without complications. This particular IT system will have users that can
be devided into two user groups: caregivers and preschool employees. These two groups
are quite different in several ways but they both share the need for a solution built to
serve their needs. Furthermore both groups will affect the other by the way they react to
and utilize the IT system.
The Preschool Employees
Firstly, what do the employees require of the system to make it function in their work? The
system with the mobile application for the Preschool Portal in focus will have an impact
on the way the employees communicate with caregivers and most likely require much
more work to be done on computers.
Secondly, which are the benefits for the employees? It is often the goal of an IT system to
benefit the users but it is important to know which the beneficial factors are and how to
accomplish them, and to optimize the mobile phone application thereafter. So finally, what
should be considered during the development and implementation of the new IT system
to make it provide enough benefits?

The Caregivers
Firstly, how do the caregivers use the Preschool Portal services via their mobile phones
and what specific needs do they have? It is important to get an insight into how the
caregivers think and how they believe they will use the service. The service should be
fitted to what the users want to do with it in order to satisfy them. This is also important in
order to anticipate the impact on the preschool employees when the service is
introduced.
Secondly, what kind of mobile phone users are likely to be using the IT system and which
are the benefits for the caregivers? How intensively caregivers currently are and will be
using mobile phone services will affect for example how much the services are used. The
application design quality will also play a role here as it will make the users more or less
happy with using the application, and therefore affect how much the services will be used
and how the users feel about the whole concept of communicating with the preschools
this way. These factors in turn may have an impact on whether or not the application, and
possibly the whole Preschool Portal Project, will be succesful.
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Method
To find the answers to my questions for this thesis I have chosen to use a survey, make
interviews, read literature and do a reflective practitioner analysis.

Survey
The focus for this thesis is the mobile application for the Preschool Portal. The mobile
application is linked to the main portal used on desktop computers and the touchscreens
present in the preschools, and it shares some of the functionality, however it is not exactly
the same. The application itself is intended to be used by caregivers for the children in
preschool, not the employees. However the use of the application will affect the
employees in several ways.
For caregivers the mobile application will give them some of the funcitonality of the
Preschool Portal on the go, using a mobile phone. Sometimes they will use functions to
only retreive information, such as checking news and events. Other functions will allow
them to send information as well, for example reporting a child as ill.
Employees on the other hand will be using the computers at the preschools. They will
send information, for example update news and events, making this information available
to caregivers. They will also receive information sent by caregivers, such as ill child
reports, and respond accordingly.
Thus, caregivers and employees both use the Preschool Portal services to interact with
each other, but clearly in different ways.
Because of this I categorised the recipients of the survey as caregivers and preschool
employees and made two different variations of the survey, one for each target group. The
survey for the respective group contained questions taylored to their respective needs,
requirements and preferences.
The caregiver’s survey were focused on the services for the mobile application, and the
use of mobile phones. The questions included the user group’s usage patterns of their
mobile phones. For example if they used their phone almost exclusively to make calls, or
if it functioned as an assistant in their daily routines serving as an organiser and
information source that they would not go without. Other questions concerned their
estimated usage of a mobile application for the Preschool Portal, and some of the
features of the service in particular. For example, would they ever check Preschool news,
or report a sick child using the mobile Preschool Portal rather than making a phone call or
using a computer. Furthermore the survey let them share their preferences regarding
mobile phone user interface layout and design. Did they prefer touchscreen phones? Had
they ever used one? What interface layout would they find most useful?
For the preschool employees the survey had a different focus. Questions focused partly
on to what extent they believed that caregivers using the Preschool Portal mobile services
on their phones would assist them in their daily work. Furthermore the questions
investigated their computer experience and skills, and their computer usage habits. In
relation to these questions they were asked to reflect over potential problems, threats and
stress factors related to a new computer system being integrated into their work.
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Interview And Demonstration of The Mobile Service
In addition to the survey interviews were done on site at the preschools. Participants were
asked to navigate their way around the application. The application used was the mobile
phone application for the Preschool Portal in development during the thesis work, running
on a mobile phone. Their actions and feedback were noted. The demonstration was a
complement to the survey with the goal of talking to caregivers to get a deeper insight
into their needs and usage patterns for a mobile phone application in general and the
preschool portal in particular. This method provides a glimpse into the minds of the users
and their needs. Furthermore it is valuable to observe how they used the mobile phone
application’s interface. The method would help evaluate the usability in mobile systems,
and show some of the possibilities as well as limitations with a mobile platform.
The main source of information for the results is the survey part, which gave some quite
interesting results. The field interviews gave more insight into the results and provided
both confirmation on some aspects as well as giving some new ideas. Some results were
expected while some were more surprising, although mostly the surprises were pleasant
ones.
The most prominent aspect, and one of the main ideas from my side in using a survey as
my main method was to reach as many people as possible. Therefore the survey was
made available online. Since so many can contribute to the project by answering the
questions I expected a lot of respondents.
The participants for the survey were caregivers and preschool employees who had shared
their e-mail adress with Abou AB. The adress list consisted of about 162 caregivers and
27 preschool employees. The survey was initially publicised online. The number of
caregiver respondants were 54 in total while the employee respondants only numbered
13. Although a slight difference in the number of answeres were expected due to the fact
that the caregivers group was significantly larger than the other I was hoping for at least
20 answers from each group. Although since the low response rate from the employees
were anticipated paper format surveys were also prepared which raised the number of
respondants to 17.
The results from the employee survey, though interesting, can possibly be a bit
misleading. When reading and interpreting the results the possibility that mostly those
comfortable using a computer answered the survey should be kept in mind. The group
that are less comfortable were covered by the paper survey to a degree but perhaps not
entirely.
This is clearly a big flaw in using the survey method since vital parts of the reality may not
be reflected in the given answers.
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Donald Schön and Reflective Practitioner
In 1983 Donald Schön’s The Reflective Practitioner introduces what is called Reflective
Practice 12, [10]. It is a continous practice done in everyday life. By reflecting over the
problems and obstacles that have been encountered, what desicions have been made to
solve these and the results the practitioner gets a deeper understanding for the work
itself. Quote from Wikipedia:
”...it involves "paying critical attention to the practical values and theories which inform
everyday actions, by examining practice reflectively and reflexively. This leads to
developmental insight."”
Acting, understanding and learning as the reflective practitioner is another method used
in this thesis. By going back throughout the writing process and reflecting over the written
content, a deeper understanding is gained for the problems that are being investigated.
Similarly by reflecting over obstacles and eventual solutions while developing the mobile
phone application, a more mature understanding for the developing process will evolve.
Also by combining these two with the usability research done and the results from the
other method parts and reflecting over this, deeper understanding for usability design and
usability issues should be gained.

12

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflective_practice
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Results
The results presented here are sorted by the respective user group, preschool employees
and caregivers and encompass the survey as well as feedback from the user interviews in
the field.

The Preschool Portal In The Preschools - Potential Problems
and Benefits
Difficulties When Moving To More Computer-based Work
The level of technology available differs between the preschools participating in the pilot
project. Some use computers relatively actively, for example by sending sms notifications
to caregivers with information on coming events. In contrast other preschools does not
even have an Internet connection at their facilities. This does not automatically mean that
they do not use computers in their work, they might still handle simple documents and
perhaps make timetabling on an office computer if available although not all employees
likely do this. It might mean however that the transition from the present to a workplace
integrated with the Preschool Portal will take more time and effort.
The differing level of available technology could also indicate that the interest for a service
of this kind will differ between preschools. While some may be used to working with
computers in their daily routines and can easier adapt to new technology, others with less
computer experience may find it much more difficult to take in and working with some of
the new routines. However the introduction of new technology as work aid could also be
of great interest to preschools not presently using computers. Thus the employees might
still see the potential when presented with the possibilities offered by the new system.
In addition to this there is another dimension to the technology situation. As mentioned
some preschools lack Internet connection at their location. The touchscreens connects to
Internet via mobile broadband and can therefore reach the web service. Desktop PC’s at
these locations however cannot and this is a problem regarding present and future use of
the portal service. The majority of the interaction with the service by the employees is
meant to be done on a desktop computer, whereas the touchscreens’ main use are to
display information and are used for miscellaneous interaction. But since only the
touchscreens are connected to the Internet and not any of the desktop computers are,
the employees tend to use the service less. The interaction with the touchscreens is too
cumbersome and tedious to be used for daily routine use. This is in part because of the
lack of a real keyboard and mouse. The on-screen emulated keyboard is not at all
sufficient for large amounts of text input and the screen itself is not as responsive as it
would have to be for that kind of use. It is also because of the position of the screens.
They are meant to be information hubs for employees and caregivers alike and are
therefore places by the entrances and in general at places which tend to be busy. They
also require the user to be standing while using it.13 All in all this means that if the
Preschool Portal system were implemented in a preschool that lacks Internet connection
13

This was revealed when talking to employees in person during a visit to the preschools.
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it would probably mean that the employees would not be able to interact with the
services in an active way. If the system is to be succesful this will not be a lasting
solution. Especially if the caregivers using the services actively on their end of the system
and expect a mutual engagement from the preschool employees, a lack in usage from the
preschools will create both irritation in the caregivers as well as increase stress symptoms
in the preschool employees.
However a solution to this could be that the preschools presently connecting via mobile
broadband could do so from the desktop PC’s as well as the touchscreens when the
project moves out of the pilot phase. Whether or not this is a good solution will be a
problem of the future as which solution will be chosen still remains unclear.
The great majority of the answers from the preschool employees to questions regarding
their computer experience and computer-use habits suggest that most of them are
comfortable with using computers in their work and that they do not see any large stress
factors in using computers to a greater extent than what they presently do. Actually, most
employees answered that managing the Preschool Portal would be fun rather than
stressful. The average respondant to the survey answered that they use a computer about
every day at work, and that they feel that they know what they need to to get by using it.
See figure 1:
Figure 1
Are you comfortable in using
a computer in your work?

How often do you use a
computer during your work day?

How much computer experience
do you currently have?

Computer habits and experience for preschool employees

After visiting the preschools and talking to some of the employees a deeper insight was
revealed. Some answered that they are not at all comfortable, or used to, working with
computers and that they feel stressed about their lacking knowledge in how computers or
the computer system work. Some only do so when it is absolutely neccessary and some
did not want to fill out the survey online because they did not feel sure about doing so on
a computer, or they just had not bothered to check their e-mail for the last few weeks. For
this reason paper copies of the survey were handed out as well to get a broader view on
the situation. All in all many answers indicated that the employees are not used to
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working with computers and many answered that they do not feel comfortable using
computers in their work, or even at home. Although this might sound troubling many of
these employees also believe that more computer work will affect them in a stressful
manner only initially, when making the transition to more computer aided tasks. With time,
education and training these stress factors will disappear and be replaced with the feeling
that the computers actually help them to reduce time spent on administrative tasks.
Benefits With Computer Aided Work
Most employees said that they feel positive towards the introduction of The Preschool
Portal, the touchscreens and the whole system. Some of the employees said that they
often refer caregivers to the portal as the source for information, that they feel
comfortable doing so knowing that the use of the portal will probably increase. They also
like the idea that the portal will expand to mobile platforms. They believe that if caregivers
have constant, immediate access to the functions of the portal they will use them more,
and some of the employees also believe that that increased usage will help them in their
daily work.
Several answers indicated that a digital system for managing information would be a
good development of the work phase. Presently the employees receive many paper notes
and phonecalls from caregivers, which produce more notes. The information on these
notes need to be collected and put together and shared with all of the employees. This
information gathering can sometimes be tedious and stressing. If all information were
sent to the Preschool Portal and collected at one place it would present several benefits.
Compared to the present situation there would be less need for gathering information to
the same extent, there would be less phonecalls that produces information to be
gathered, and the risk of some information getting lost would decrease. This could relieve
stress from the employees by easier giving them all the information they need, and giving
them more time to tend to the children.
Additional Benefits With A Mobile Phone Application for the Employees
In addition to general computer use the employees were asked a few questions regarding
a mobile phone application for their professional use. The application that is currently in
development is primarily for caregivers and will not as of this moment feature any
functions specifically designed for use by preschool employees. However since there
could be appearent positive consequences related to the employees using an application
of their own, introduction of such a service may be done in the future. Partly for this
reason and partly out of curiosity and general interest for this thesis the employees were
asked which functions they believed they would mostly be using, given the existance of a
mobile phone application specifically designed for them. Coveted features were, perhaps
not very surprisingly, those which cover information related to current events and are
important for the employees to have instant knowledge of for planning the activities of the
day. Primarily they would want to see which children are currently sick and consequently
when they were expected to return to preschool. Moreover they stated that they would
have great use of seeing the time of day when the children would be picked up by their
caregiver. Since this information can change on a daily basis with short notice having
instant access to updated pickup times would be very useful.
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Caregivers Usage of a Mobile Phone Application for The
Preschool Portal
The Most Coveted Functions
Knowledge of how the caregivers would use the Preschool Portal if they had an
application available in their mobile phone gives important insight into how the
application should be designed. Furthermore it can give an approximation to how usage
of mobile services would affect the preschool employees. In the first part of the survey
the caregivers were asked which of some example features they would prefer most and
find most useful in a mobile phone application for the Preschool Portal. They were also
asked to give comments and come up with own suggestions to features they thought an
application for a mobile service like this should include.
I here define two distinctly different set of features for the application, user-active and
user-passive features. User-active features would be when the caregiver sends
information to the service, for example informing that their child will be on vacation.
User-passive features would be when the caregiver only receives information with no
further actions involved.
The active features that appear to be the most popular are firstly the possibility for a
caregiver to change the time of day when their child will be left at preschool in the
morning, or picked up in the afternoon.
Secondly the caregivers desire the feature of reporting that their child is sick.
The most widely popular user-passive feature and wished for service of a mobile
application for preschool are news and information of different sorts. A schedule for what
food will be served during the coming and undergoing week at the preschool is highly
coveted by most. Many caregivers are planning the dinners at home in sync with the
lunches served at preschool to give their children a varied and nutritious diet. Aside from
the food schedule it could be information on events going on presently at their preschool,
for example a picnic or excursion, ice-skating or similar.
The caregivers were also asked which services they believed would be least useful to
them in a mobile phone application. Not surprisingly the services mentioned are those
that involves long term planning and are not often done spontaneously or ”in the
moment”. The two top ranking answers were firstly the ability to change the predefined
daily time when a child is left or picked up at the preschool, and secondly a service for
report a planned vacation.
That user-passive- and user-active services for the more simple actions are the most
coveted is not very surprising. In most cases the mobile phone will be used in favor of a
regular computer when the user is unable to use a computer because he or she is outside
the house on business, or occupied with something that makes the phone a much flexible
choice of platform at the moment. When in a situation like that the user will probably only
need to use a service that takes little time and effort to use and produce results quickly.
Checking the food schedule or reporting their child as sick and at home would be
something one could do while doing something else that also requires attention. Just
having a quick look or sending some small piece of information will suffice.
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More time consuming tasks like planning a vacation will probably be done in front of the
computer anyway and or in company with a existing partner. Sending this information to
the preschool can be done simultaneously while making the reservation. Therefore
services like vacation reporting, although featured in the phone service, will not be as
popular or oftenly used as the more quick and time critical actions mentioned before.

Trust In The IT System
A few respondants mentioned that they do not want to be able to neither change contact
information like adress or a phone number, nor add or remove identification for which
people should have the right to leave or pick up their child from preschool. This could
indicate a case of mistrust in the technology used, being Internet based services and
mobile phones. Some users do not trust these systems enough to handle sensitive
information like this and would presumably rather speak in person to the employees at
the preschool to change these presets. This is a quite common reaction to new IT
systems that the potential users are not used to utilize in a particular way, also discussed
by Madsen and Gregor in [4].
Several respondants mention that such a service as the Preschool Portal should feature a
high level of security. Encryption 14 and or a digital signing 15 should be featured to
protect caregivers and childrens personal information. The users are concerned about
their own and their childrens’ privacy and with the Preschool Portal service having access
to names, phone numbers and adresses and maybe more information these concerns
should be taken seriously. Some level of security should be implemented in the final
version of the application. More on this subject can be read in the chapter Discussion.
Modern Caregivers - Mobile Phone Power Users
In addition to getting feedback on an application specifically for the Preschool Portal
caregivers were asked a series of questions regarding their general mobile phone usage
and preferences. Firstly the goal was to determine which type of mobile phone users the
respondants were. For example what percentage use smartphones, how do they use their
phones in their every day life and so on. For my thesis I created three groups that I
believe encapsulate most of the mobile users in the world today. I categorized users as
either one of the three:
Users who almost exclusively only use their mobile phones to make and receive calls an
occasionally write or receive sms
Users who to a greater extent use the abilities a phone might have by listening to
music, occasionally surfing the Internet and use reminders from the built-in calendar

Encryption makes data transferred to and from the phone unreadable to anyone that should not have
access to the data
14

Electronic identification can used to sign in on many websites that contain sensitive and personal
information. A popular identification application in Sweden is BankID which is also available in mobile
phones as a secure way of signing documents, forms and such online.
15
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Users with advanced phones that use Internet based services often and synchronize
their phones with their computer calendars to be constantly updated. These users need
their mobile phones or they will feel almost naked
The first of these three categories accounted for about a third of the responses which is
about what I expected. However more than half of the people giving this response did
also state that they would like to use their mobile phones to more advanced services,
such as browsing the bus time table using the Internet. This shows that the spirit is
present and that these users probably easily would see the great usefulness in a mobile
application like the one discussed in this thesis and could thus be expected to give the
more advanced technology a go.
Somewhat surprisingly the third group was by far the largest accounting for more than
half of all respondants. These users have integrated their mobile phones in their daily lives
and while they use it for a lot of helpful services they also depend on it to some extent.
They would not easily give up this connection to all IT in our society to which the phone
connects them to. 90% of these users currently use a mobile phone with a touchscreen
and a large majority also prefer an icon-based interface in favor of a more text-based one
similar to a web page. Some conclusions can be drawn from these facts. Firstly, since
these users use touchscreen phones and utilize such advanced services, it can be
guessed that they have modern smartphones and are users who easily adapt to new
technology and let it into their lives. Furthermore, most of the respondants who currently
use a touchscreen phone also either use or would like to be using their phone to assist in
and augment modern IT services such as browsing bus time tables online or watch
weather forecasts. Only a few of the users with touchscreen phones answered that they
only use their phone to make and receive calls and use sms services.
Benefits Of A Mobile Application
Almost all survey respondants consider a preschool service application for mobile phones
a useful, practical and in some cases right out needed way of communicating with their
preschool. Many caregivers are of the opinion that a mobile application would at many
occasions make their communication with the preschools easier. As a parent in the 21th
century there are many things to keep in mind with work, friends, relations, children,
preschool and daily life in general. Without the mobile application there can be several
phonecalls to the caregivers partner, other parents and the preschool in order to double
check details about the preschool schedule for events, news, what food the children had
and so on in order to plan the rest of the day and week. With an application in the phone
to reveal all this needed information much stress and inconvenience will be removed from
the caregivers mind. It will always be there in the hour of need.
Some stated that they do not see the usefulness of the Preschool Portal currently
available on their PC, but that a mobile application would change everything about that.
Many believe that if they could use the features in their mobile phone it would be a very
welcome development in preschool services. They are sure that they would use their
mobile phone in favor of other means of communication should they get the chance. Be it
when their child has fallen ill or they just need a quick look at current events going on in
preschool, most caregivers in this survey would pick up their mobile phone and use it if
the service was available to them.
Some talk about how nice it would be to have features like a picture gallery in the
application, for example pictures of a recent field trip or other activity. They could show
their friends and family and enjoy the ease of always having the pictures ready there in
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their phone. The application could also contain a phonebook feature that would allow
caregivers to easily come in contact with other caregivers or the employees at the
preschool. A mobile application would help bring people together.
Additional benefits are discussed in the Discussion part of the paper.

Technology Used In The Preschool Portal Project
The project combines many different parts of Information Technology to create a
complete system which the preschools will integrate in their daily routines. The system
currently consist of an Internet portal, touchscreens, and a web service for mobile phones
(the mobile service is still in development and will move to a pilot phase in the future). The
Internet portal will be accessed from desktop computers in preschool offices and in the
caregivers’ homes, and on the touchscreens. Each preschool will have one or several
touchscreens installed at their facilities. The screen will use a taylored interface which lets
the users interact with the system and handle information related to their level of access.
The mobile phones will interacting with the portal through a dedicated web service.
Information sent to the service will update the current information on the Internet portal
and be visible on the portal for all platforms.
The Preschool Portal is running in Microsoft Silverlight and is used as an operating
system overlay on the touchscreens at preschools, or runs in the web browser on a
standard PC (also in Silverlight though).
It is an online gathering of resources for preschool activity. Once logged in to the portal,
the user can see relevant information based on the type of user. Suppose the user is a
caregiver for one or more children currently in preschool. The user will then be able to
view information associated with those children. This might be current activities at the
preschool, upcoming events, and which food will be served during the week. The
caregiver user will mostly be a retreiver of information such as listed above. However he
or she will also send information, for example with the service of reporting a child as
absent from preschool for a period of time. Absence can be illness or vacation.
Furthermore messages can be sent to the preschool employees.
The preschool employee user is the other type of user and will mostly be posting
information on the portal. This user will be submitting information for the caregiver user to
view, and will be retreiving the information sent by the caregiver user. The employee user
will also have a different security clearence. For example all children at that particular
preschool will be available for view, along with their current status. Also those childrens’
caregivers’ data like adress and phone number will be visible.
The Preschool Portal will be usable online using a standard computer. It will be used at
the preschools’ office computers by the preschool employees and at home by caregivers,
or anywhere else where the user so should prefer.
It will also be used as the primary operating system overlay on the touchscreens that are
installed at the participating preschools. Even though a preschool employee can log in to
a higher security level at those monitors, the default view will not show personal
information like childrens’ and caregivers’ names.
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Touchscreens
The touchscreens used during the pilot project are from several different manufacturers.
All screens are running Microsoft Windows as a base operating system and are using the
Preschool Portal running in Microsoft Silverlight as an overlay presented to users. The
screens are touch sensitive and range in size from 26” to 32”. They feature on-screen
keyboards etc. During the pilot period they connect to Internet via mobile Internet.
Figure 2 shows one of the touchscreens at location, mounted in a preschool.
Figure 2

Touch screen with Preschool Portal, own photo with background edited out

All of the touchscreens shows the same default interface to all users that approaches it. It
shows all caregiver related features such as sick child report and food schedule. To the
right is a news column as well. For preschool employees there is a special set of features
that is shown when needed. These can be reached by pressing the right most tab in the
upper left corner (shown up close in figure 3). This tab is password protected and holds
features that allows the employee to administrate secure information like children and
caregiver names, phone number and such.
The solution is very good in theory and the portal Silverlight software is well designed and
constantly improving. Since it is still in the pilot phase it is subject to constant evaluation
and testing and all suggestions, comments and wishes from the users are taken into
consideration for ongoing and future development. The touchscreens however are not as
good as they should be for a flawless and problem-free user experience. They respond
slow and uneven to the users fingers and some screens do not recognize that a finger is
touching them if the fingers are too cold (which is obviously a problem a large portion of
the year in Sweden). However these facts are known by Abou and a solution will probably
see the light before the project moves out of the pilot phase.
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Figure 3

Close up on tabs, own photo and editing

Apple iPhone
The iPhone is a smartphone from Apple [15]. Currently in its fourth generation it features a
touchscreen of 3,5” in size. When discussing the iPhone most of the talk is about the
operating system and interface. It is regarded as one of the most intuitive interfaces yet
on a mobile device. The small screen space is optimized for use with the touch of
fingertips, utilizing large icons and pop-up screens to maximize ease of use. The screen is
made of glass and every touch event on the screen is registered by the operating system
which makes the user feel in total control of the phone. Also the platform has an
advantage in that the developer of the operating system and hardware is the same. There
is only one iPhone, with the exception of the prior three generations, however the screen
size has always been the same. Because of this the interface can be optimized for that
specific size and all functions work and look the same way on all devices. This means
that developers easier can make efficient interfaces that maximizes the use of the screen
space.
A personal opinion and many expert reviews holds the iOS user interface as almost
flawless. Of course there can always be improvements but basically all elements of the
interface are logically placed and designed and works the way the user expect them to.
The OS almost always execute the function the user wants to use (that the OS takes the
wrong guess has been, and in some cases still is, a common issue with touchscreen
phones) and excutes without major delays. These facts and the common notion of the
iPhone as first major popular touchscreen smartphone (although it is not, of course)
makes the iPhone a solid and good choice as the first testing platform for the mobile
application for the Preschool Portal.
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Figure 4

iPhone version of Preschool Portal, own screenshot

Evalution of The Work
I was influenced by Donald Schön’s concept, The Reflective Practitioner evaluating my
work during my thesis. The reflections are focused on the mobile phone development
though and does not cover the entire thesis project.

Developing for Mobile Phones
A fact that I realized early on was that even though this thesis work is a part of my
education, the work I did developing this mobile phone application would actually really
be used in the real world, outside the university. Of course this is not uncommon, nor was
it the first course I had read that did have an impact in this way. But somehow this time it
was more evident, more clear. I was working with the team that developed the whole
system for the preschools, we did field excursions and I saw that when the mobile
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services for the Preschool Portal are finished and launched they will be used every day by
a lot of people. Users that already covet the functionality a mobile application would
bring. This made me realize that the programming and research I do for this thesis work
really matters to a lot of people. It gave me another point of view as a developer and a
feeling of responsability towards those users. This affected me and the work I did in
several ways. Since I felt that this was not a regular student project, but that real users
would use the very code I wrote, it made me step up to the task.
I also found out that developing software for mobile phones can be both challenging and
rewarding. On the one hand the developer may enjoy rewards like an enormous market
and open and inventive development environment. On the other hand, obstacles like
design constraints and approval of the application may pose problems. Here follow some
obstacles, rewards and benefits with mobile application development. Special emphasis
is put on the development for the iPhone platform since that became the platform of
choice for this work.
Obstacles
There were a number of challenges that I encountered during this thesis work. Although
programming and software development were important parts of my education a number
of factors made this different. Firstly, developing the mobile phone application for the
Preschool Portal was a much more real project than anything I had seen in the education
before this thesis course. It was also a quite different programming technique required to
achieve success. Developing for mobile platforms was not a part of my education, nor
was the actual programming language used for this particular platform. When attending a
regular course this would not have proven any particular trouble but since there are no
explicitly appointed teachers during the master thesis the teaching was left to me alone.
Of course Abou supplied both a technical supervisor for me during my work as well as
skilled personell, though none were experienced in this particular language and most of
the learning had to be left to me.
Then of course self studies, planning of the work and execution of said is an important
part of the master thesis. However although the master of science education by its design
encourages students to learn new skills and abilities quickly it is still a challenge to learn
an almost completely new language.
My most used sources for acquiring knowledge in how to develop for mobile platforms
were Apple’s vast resources on its developer’s area on the Internet, other active forums
with enthusiastic developers and also Youtube and other video sites. If a picture says
more than a thousand words, a video probably reaches a million words.

Possibilities
Many Users And Broad Area of Use
It is not far from the truth to state that everybody in the so called developed world has a
mobile phone today. Mobile phone technology grows fast and in a probable near future
almost all mobile phones will likely have the basic capabilities of what is called
smartphones today. The important factors in this context is the ability to install and run
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third-party applications 16 and that many users will embrace the possibilities that offers
along with the other features of a smartphone, such as fast Internet connectivity and by
todays standards hardware powerful enough to handle most applications. That many
users have and use such phones actively also means that the market for the appropriate
applications grows, with the number of users growing with it. With more users,
developers get more feedback from their projects, and a bigger market for their products.
The mobile phone is often carried with the owner almost everywhere. This means that
with appropriate software the phone can be used to help or entertain in many situations.
As a developer, being creative gets a little easier with such possibilities.

Implications and Problems
Small Screen Space
The size of a mobile phones’ screen is one of its greatest limitations. Although the going
trend is towards larger phones, in contrast to the earlier generations’ race towards smaller
devices, we are approaching the critical size for a phone. If phones shall continue to be
truly portable, say to fit in a pocket, they probably will not be able to grow very much
beyond current designs. The screen resolution of the screen can be increased which
makes it possible to show more information to the user. However if the resolution of the
screen increases and the size of the screen does not, text shown on screen will be hard
to read, and icons will be hard to hit correctly. Thus it will still be up to the developer to
present information in an efficient and logical way utilizing the screen size optimally for
the phone to be really usable. The small screen space emphasises the importance of a
well thought-through design. Placing the interaction elements at the appropriate places
that the user will find logical is not always easy. In some cases all elements will not fit
within the screen, at least not without serious planning and tough design choices. For
example when the user of an iPhone wants to type something the keyboard will show on
the screen, occupying about half of the available screen space. Anything currently placed
where the keyboard shows (and thus hidden when keyboard is shown) will not be usable
during typing. There are usually no escape keys like on a PC keyboard, nor does a PC
keyboard itself steal screen space. Imagine if half of the PC’s desktop was covered with a
virtual keyboard while typing, all application would have to be re-designed. At other times
there are just too many objects to display on the screen at once, for example a lot of
pictures or other types of elements. The implications of the small screen space on mobile
devices are also discussed by Tarasewich, Gong, F-H Nah and DeWester in their paper
[13].
The solution cannot always be to scroll to see other objects, sometimes another solution
will have to be thought of. Mobile phone application design often feature creative
solutions that will free up screen space, like performing an action when the user shakes
the phone or something similar or makes a magic finger gesture (given the device uses a
touch sensitive screen). Actually more automated actions are emerging like voice control,
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Third-party application: An application not developed by the manufacturer of the mobile phone (more
specifically of the operating system). Often these applications are characterized by that they can be installed
by the user itself.
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advances finger gestues, accelerometer-based features (like the shaking) and so on. This
might well be the future of mobile phone interaction design.
Furthermore the year of 2010 saw the breakthrough of a new generation of tablet
computers. Most relevant for this discussion are devices running Android 17 and iOS 18.
These devices are often use a screen of at least 7 inches in size, compared to the largets
mobile phone screens of about 4 inches large. If these devices should grow in popularity
it can mean that phones will stop to grow in size because when a large screen is needed,
the user turns to a tablet computer instead. This continue to put pressure on developers
to optimize screen space on mobile phones.

Ever Changing Platforms
The mobile phones’ area of technology is growing incredibly fast. New models with
improved hardware and software are released every other month, and each passed year
sees quite noticeable leaps forward. To some extent this works in a developer’s favour.
There is constantly new areas to explore, and new possibilities present themselves
withnew technology. On the other hand the fast renewal rate of the technology can mean
constant demands of adapting to new development methods and unstable platforms to
develop for. This is another reason the iPhone platform was chosen for the Preschool
Portal project. The screen size has been the same since the phone was introduced four
years ago in 2007 and the default resolution for application likewise. This means that a
basic application design will work on all iPhones out there without having the interface
taylored to each generation of the phone (there currently are four different iPhone
generations).

Developing for iPhone
Since the mobile application developed during this thesis work was developed for
iPhone, a special section will be devoted to special considerations for this platform.

Design Constraints
As with all platforms the application developer is more or less bound to the general look
and feel of the operating system being the target for the application. However some steps
can always be taken to modify the appearance and functionality of the application. Some
developers choose to make their application stand out in its design, creating a unique
interface that they feel is fit for the application and its purpose. I thought in a similar way
but chose to go with the built in, ”standard” look and feel of iOS. The Preschool Portal
application basically looks like any other part of iOS. Big icons indicating what features are
available and the same menu system that most parts of iOS uses, for example the settings
screen. This decision was made because the target user group is probably going to benefit
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most from using an interface they are used to, something that looks purposeful and that
they are familiar with.
It is currently only possible to install an application on an iPhone if the application has
been approved by Apple for distribution via the online App store 19. The application must
follow a set of guidelines have certain qualities deemed neccesary. This often works in the
favour of many customers but can limit the creativity and experimentality of the platform.
It also limits the developer of an application. Take for example the Preschool Portal
application. With about 100 parents participating in the program (by having their children
in the participating preschools) and, as seen by the survey, many of them using touch
screen phones (of which several own iPhones according to the field interviews) they
would make an excellent target group in testing the application. However in order to
install an application on an iPhone the user must do so via the App Store 20. An
application in testing stage however would unlikely be approved by the evaluation team
for the App Store (since the application is not finished) which makes it impossible for the
users to get their hands on the application. This makes it significantly harder to test and
evaluate applications, so also in the case of the Preschool Portal application. Furthermore
in the big loop, many applications never make it to the App store and the developer can
not always make the design to his or hers wishes.
Young Platform
The iPhone is still a relatively young platform to develop for. It has been around for a few
years and even though a large amount of applications have been made and several books
have been written for the platform, there is still a lot to explore and test. The majority of
examples, tutorials and books are still focused on more traditional languages and
platforms.
The recommended programming language is Objective-C 21 which is an extended,
object-oriented variant of C. Although Objective-C is the recommended language C, C++
and other languages can also be used should the developer prefer so. The choice of
language can make it difficult for developers though because it is quite different from
standard syntax and languages.
A difficult aspect of mobile phone programming is the fact that both the hardware and
software (meaning operating system) are receiving updates very rapidly compared to
conventional PC operating systems like Microsoft Windows and Apple OS X. The phones
are given a lot of new and useful functionality this way and is probably more or less
necessary since they often lack either certain functions or general operating stability
when they are released. But it also makes trouble for the developers. There are features
added with each operating system update but sometimes the opposite happens, namely
support for certain procedures are removed, or changed which makes the developer
adapt. It also means that if a developer creates the new phone application for the latest
operating system release, the applicaiton may not be supported by older versions. The
developer may choose to target the application against older platforms but may then be
locked out of features required for the application the developer wants to develop. Thus
the fast operating systme software development may force difficult choices, may make
19
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Apple App Store; the online market for applications for iPhone, iPod, iPad, Mac OS X
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application unstable (due to inadequate testing of the application if targeted for the wrong
software) and in the end lead to unhappy users.
Another specific, potential problem during iPhone development is the fact that Apple
does not support other operating system than their own OS X, which in turn requires an
Apple computer to run. For the creative mind there are work-arounds that will allow
development on other operating systems but that Apple themselves have decided not to
support this is not ideal for developers. Fortunately I have an OS X powered laptop which
solved this potential problem for me but for others seeking to develop for iPhone, they
need to work out a solution.
Possibilities
The iPhone is, although considering the small difficulties mentioned, in many ways a
intuitive and convinient platform to design for. The above mentioned design constraints
are somewhat counteracted by that Apple provides a fully customized developer
environment to work with. It is a complete package that features a special application for
writing code and a separate application with an advanced graphical interface for
designing the interface of the iPhone application. These two are tightly integrated
together to make the most out of both. For example one can design the graphical
interface in the dedicated application called Interface Builder, and programmatically
change or add certain elements from within the code-writing application called Xcode.
Both applications know about the changes made in the other and they co-operate to
create the application the developer want to create.
Xcode is the foundation for development of iOS software on Mac OS X. It is basically an
Integrated Development Environment, or IDE, with the iOS Standard Development Kit,
SDK, built in. It is a starting point for a developer who wants to make applications for the
iPhone.
Xcode has built in templates for a number of standard type applications. If one of those
templates are chosen Xcode creates the necessary foundation for an application, starting
with an iOS project containing at least one header file and one implementation file, for
example CodeFile.h and CodeFile.m respectively.
The software takes a little getting used to but has numerous advanced features that the
developer can use, or choose not to should they not be needed. Installed along with
Xcode is the excellent iPhone Simulator (shown in the picture below alongside Xcode)
which is very well implemented and integrated into Xcode and works just like a real
iPhone in almost all cases. At occasions the simulator accept code that would return a
bug or an error on a real device but those occasions were easily counted during the
development in this thesis.
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Figure 5

Xcode and iPhone Simulator, own screenshot

The Interface Builder which is installed along with Xcode provides an environment for
designing the graphics of the application. Many templates also includes an interface file
where the visual presentation of the application can be defined. The interface file constist
of xml code, for example Visuals.xib where .xib is short for NeXT Interface Builder. The
developer then can customize these as desired. When working in Interface Builder the
developer works in an interface file.
Beside the good software the iPhone developer enjoys the fact that the platform currently
features the biggest collection of applications and thus a very large number of
developers, both professional and amatuers.
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Figure 6

Interface Builder, own screenshot
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Discussion
What Is a Usable Interface?
The difinition of a usable interface lies somewhat in the mind of the individual user.
Different people with different backgrounds, of different age and of different general
preferences might find different solutions most fit. However some parameters should be
met to earn true usability.
The interface must be efficient for most users. This means that performing the tasks that
are important to the user should not be cumbersome or take a lot of unnecessary time to
do. See figure 1:
Figure 1

For example when the user wants to send a message the procedure should not have to
be:
”Click on Messages” -> ”Click on SMS or MMS or Mail” -> ”Select
New Message” -> ”Write the message” -> ”Select Recepient” ->
”Select relevant Adress Type” -> ”Click on Send”
where the system defaults to the inbox in the third step and contains some unneeded
steps but rather:
”Select Recepients” -> ”Choose a Recepient” -> ”Select Message
Type” -> ”Write the message” -> ”Click on Send”
The process could, if the interface allows it, be reduced by one or more steps by using
different paths for different goals. For example on new phones with high resolution
screens having a unique icon for SMS/MMS, Mail or Call does not steal away too much
screen space. Therefore the process can be reduced to for example:
”Select Message Type” -> ”Select Recepient” -> ”Write message” ->
”Click on Send”
Flow chart

To make things more interesting suppose that the user selects SMS/MMS (represented
the same button) as the type in the first step the system defaults to writing an SMS. Later
when the message is written the user chooses to add a picture. The system then
automatically changes the type of message to MMS thus reducing a step in the process.
This makes the process much more efficient, especially since many users write several
hundred messages every month. The same mentality can be applied to other processes
in the system and generally the fewer steps needed to complete a task the better, as long
as the level of abstraction gets to high and the user does not intuitively know what button
to select.
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Furthermore the purposefullness and functionality of the functions and the system in
general should be taken into consideration. The purpose of most mobile phones is to
stimulate communication and thus this should be in focus. Making a call or sending a
message should be intuitive actions to the user. The steps of successful communication
should be few and logical like the last of the processes considered in the flow chart in
Figure 1.
A very interesting study made on a university in Taiwan [7] shows that different users react
very differently to different interfaces. The study focuses mostly on differences between
elderly and younger user groups. It regarded how different these groups react when using
mobile phones. Three variables were studied; the operating time of the subjects
(comparing users in ages {15-30} and {>40}), the error frequency {when using elements in
the UI}) and the subjective convenience of usage {reffering to the UI design}). One result
of the study was design directions when designing cell phones for elderly people.
It is commonly accepted that in general the process of learning takes more time and
energy as age increases and the bodys responsiveness is often reduced with age.
Therefore a certain interface may be accepted and considered both efficient and highly
useful for one user group whereas another user group finds it not at all suited to their
needs and performance demands. For example the researchers compared a matrix
interface with a page interface. They found that the younger user group responded very
good to the matrix interface and learned very quickly what to do and how to do it fast.
Another study in a related context from Finland [8] showed that although elderly people
have a harder time learning and using modern technology, which often has a design more
suited to younger user groups, they do not shy away from using it if it can provide
support and usefulness for them. The study found that elderly people are more than
happy to try and use new technology if it brings relief and assistance in every day life, and
deliver real value for them. Features like reminders of for example doctors appointments,
or extended possibilities to communicate with for example emergency and health
information services. It also found that large size of screen and keypad are near a
requirement, and that too quick automatic shut-off of screen or low-powered back lights
are problems experienced by many elderly.
The authors points out that the keyword should be functional capacity instead of age.
This narrows it down to the very foundations of user interface design; the device should
be designed to be useful not only to technologically oriented people but with also the
least experienced users. The study also touches on the subject of purposefullness. That
user groups having greater difficulty embracing the technology still want to try if it serves
a purpose for them makes this part of the design even more important. Young or
generally curious users who does not shy away from trying new things may not be
bothered by some mistakes in this area, they might adapt easily enough to use the
features of the technology without hassle anyway. Elderly or less tech-savvy users with
less interest in the technology itself however may stop using the device if the design and
use of the features lacks clear purpose for them. These users are the most demanding in
terms of thought-through design but may also be the group that would benefit most from
the services offered by this technology.
The usability of a device or application also lies in how successful the integration with the
contexts of use is. As discussed in Gorlenko and Merrick [3] the user will come to rely on
a product that is well designed. This product may function extremely well in a certain
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context and the user will get very confident in its use and expand the use to other
contexts, thinking the devide will work just as good in this new setting. This will further
pressure the developers to imagine several contexts of use and make sure that their
product works whenever the user chooses to use it. An example of a technology that
varies in functionality this way is a mobile phone with touchscreen. Depending on the
type of touchscreen it may work very well in certain climate but on a cold winter day the
user will face problems. First of all any type of glove usually need to be removed making
the user freeze which may irritate the user as well as making it harder to use the phone.
Furthermore some touchscreens react poorly to cold fingers which can make the usage
even more frustrating. There are some ways to solve this, like making better touchscreens
or supply the user with a stylus pen that is used to interact with the screen instead of the
users fingers. The point of this reasoning is that the developers should take all possible
contexts of use into consideration when developing the product.
Tarasewich, Gong, F-H Nah and DeWester discuss several factors in succesful mobile
device interface design in [13]. As noted in this thesis feedback to the user is important in
order to make the user feel in control. For example the Preschool Portal mobile phone
application features feedback when the user wants to add a vacation. When the user
clicks ”Add vacation” the system blocks the screen with a pop-up alert prompting the
user to confirm that the entered information is correct. The feedback should always be
very clear and not easily misunderstood. For example if the application is working, e.g.
when loading data from a web server, the user should be notified of this and features
conflicting with the data loading should be blocked from use to not cause interference if
used accidently. A similar case is then the application is working on a request from the
user. The application may not respond to other requests during this period and the user
should be notified of this in order to not cause the application to crash, or the user to
become restless not knowing if the application is doing something or not.

Integrating the Preschool Portal
This section discusses how the Preschool Portal could be integrated into the preschool
workplace and the caregivers daily routines and make these work together in a way that
is good and efficient for all.

The Preschool Employees
Presently computers are used to some extent at the preschools. Tasks include sending
sms notifications and reminders to caregivers about certain activities and events at
preschool. They are also used for some administrative tasks. This possibly means that
introducing the Preschool Portal to the preschools might go pretty smoothly, at least at
the locations presently working with computers. However as shown earlier some
preschools does not work with computers today and many employees feel unsure about
doing so in the future. This could lead to problems if not adressed correctly. As Leonardi
shows in his article [1] people may have difficulties in adapting to and starting working
with new technology introduced at their workplace. He writes
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”If people resist a technology that provides material features that must be used to enable new
patterns of communication and interaction, they will often lack the capabilities to communicate
differently and planned organizational change will likely fail.”
It is important that the employees know how the technology works, what it can do to help
them and how they should use it to accomplish change. Aside from that the technology
itself should be designed in a way that works well with the current workplace and is easy
to put in a real context by the employees who should be using it. Leonardi quotes
Jackson who states that
”Functionality—the ability of an artifact to be used to accomplish a social task— is the primary
requirement of technology . . . If an artifact is not functional, it will not . . . be even a candidate for
attention. Achieving functionality, however, is not a certain feat. To be functional, an artifact must
meet two requirements. First, someone must perceive that it can be used to accomplish a particular
task, and, second, it must be capable of performing that task” [1], [2]
Given that the system is implemented correctly and that the employees understand how
to use it efficiently it can produce significant positive changes to their work. One positive
effect of for example the digital information management that the Preschool Portal might
offer would be an increase in the number of reports of absent children, some employees
believe. Presently not all caregivers call in to report that their child is absent with illness,
or whatever the reason could be. If all they had to do was to pick up their phone and
make the report there, a greater number of absent children would be reported as such
which would benefit the employees in their planning.
Interestingly, a general concern among the caregiver respondants is for the preschool
employees. Several of their comments suggest that a lot of energy should be spent on
preventing that the employees get too high stress levels due to the introduction of the
Preschool Portal. As previously noted the transition from a non-computer based work
place to a more IT-focused environment might be the cause for increased stress
symptoms. Employees might initially not know what to do with the incoming information,
or how to add, change or store information to the system. Changing work routines from
using paper and telephone to using mobile phones and computers can make people
stressed out and thus maybe forsaking the quality previously present in their work.
However often this is at its worst in a short period of time during the transistion and the
users learn how to use the new system efficiently. With education, training, practice and
follow-up on the training, the transition can be made as smooth and short as possible
without risking too high stress levels among the employees.
Trust The System
It is of great importance that the preschool employees are able to trust the computer
system they are working with. One great advantage of the Preschool Portal is a reduction
in the number of phone calls and post-it notes lying around the preschool. This should be
an advantage because it will probably relieve some stress from the employees.
Caregivers using the Preschool Portal on their end they will likely add or change
information in the databases, such as the time they will pick up their child from preschool,
if their child is ill or some other important data. Adding this information over the Internet
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should mean a lesser amount of phone calls and post-it notes. That should in turn free up
more time caring for the children, which should result in less stressful work environment
given that the regular work load is not increased. However the employees must be able to
trust that the Preschool Portal system can handle this for them. They need to to know
that they are notified of important changes and events, not only as a replacement for the
phone calls and post-it notes but also for new possible kinds of communication. This
reasoning can also be linked to the articles by Leonardi [1] and Jackson [2] in that not
only must the system do what it is supposed to do, the workers need to know how it
works, how to use it and how to make it a part of their daily routines. Before all these
factors work the system may as well create just as much stress as it is supposed to
relieve.
One example of this is when a caregiver registers a sick child report through the
Preschool Portal. This adds information to the database and changes the status of the
child. Traditionally this information would probably be phoned in to the preschool but now
it is done digitally via the Preschool Portal instead and the preschool employee must
check the computer for any new such entries to be aware of them being made. How then
to win the trust from the preschool employees? How to ensure them that all information is
stored in the databases and none is lost, and how to make them aware that new
information has been added?
The employees must be able to rely on the system not losing important information at any
time. If they do not rely on the system completely, unnecessary feelings of unrest may
occur among them. The consequences may be that they do not use the system as
intended and continue to use the same methods as before, which is not ideal if the the
other user group, the caregivers, have embraced the new system, also discussed by
Madsen and Gregor in [4] This is also connected to a similar feeling of trust of the
caregivers wherein the employees play a part. When caregivers for example report a child
absent with illness they traditionally would call the preschool and notify them of this.
Doing so would tell the employees not to expect the child that day, and automatically
giving the caregiver confirmation that the information has been received by the preschool.
When making the same report via the Preschool Portal the same level of trust and
assurance will not follow by itself.
There are however several approaches that can be tried to make the system trustworthy.
The mobile application can automatically give the user a ”Report succesful”message when the message has been sent, reassuring the caregiver that their message
has been sent to the preschool. However a more complete solution would require a
preschool employee to review incoming reports on their end of the system and actively
respond to the report with a message to the caregiver. This would make the caregiver
completely sure that their message has been received by the preschool and that
somebody has actually read the report. Instead of just the ”Report succesful”message from the application they would receive a message like ”We have received
your report. I hope he recovers quickly. All the best, Ewa” which the
caregiver knows is sent from the preschool only if an employee has clicked respond to
the report they received. It is from the caregivers’ point of view a much better solution.
This path requires more from work from the preschool employees however and many
caregiver respondents believe that this could cause a lot of stress since there is seldom
time to leave the children and check the computers, especially since the reports would
arrive early in the day when there is a lot of activity at the preschool. The process could
be smoother and less stressful by using an automated response. If all the employee is
required to do is press ”Send automated response to caregiver” or something
similar, with a predefined message like ”We have received your report.
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Regards, [name of the preschool]” that the caregiver receives. Besides
reassuring the caregiver this could also give the employee comfirmation that important
information has been received by them, and that the caregiver is aware of this. To further
clearify each child could be represented by an icon that changes color from green to red
when it is absent and a preschool employee has responded to the report.
Smarter notification
It would be convenient if the employees were notified of new events in the Preschool
Portal, for example when a report of a sick child arrives. This way they would not be
required to check the computer now and then for new entries but would only have to do
this when they knew new information is available. One possibility would be to make the
computers and touchscreens play a sound when something happens, similar to when a
new e-mail arrives. This would only work however if the employee is close to the
computer. There is constantly a lot of noice at a preschool which would make that sound
hard to pick up. At times when there is less background noice, for example when the
children are sleeping, the sound may on the contrary be too loud and disturb the children.
For these reasons it may not be the best solution.
Another option is to give the employees pagers that are integrated into the system and
beeps or use vibration when a report has arrived, asking the employee to respond.
A similar possibility is to integrate a notification service in a mobile application for the
employees as well which notifies them automatically and allows them to respond via the
mobile phone. This would of course also require all employees to carry more or less
advanced mobile phones with them most of the time, which might neither be a practical
solution from the employees point of view, nor economically realistic because either the
preschool or the emloyees themselves may have to invest in new mobile phones.
Whichever solution is chosen, it would require some sacrifice from one of the end user
groups, either employees or the caregivers.
If the preschool employees were using a mobile phone application it should be carefully
implemented and integrated into their work routines. Similar to the computers and
touchscreens it might be inconvenient for them to constantly having to pick up the phone
and check it for updates. Instead the application should automatically notify them when
something happens. A convenient way of notifying the employees of current events would
be to use push notifications 22 , 23, [5]. Push notifications is a feature more and more
commonly used by modern smartphone applications and is a system for all devices
sharing a service to instantly inform each other of new events. For example when a
caregiver changes the time they plan to pickup their child from preschool they enter this
time into the Preschool Portal on their own phone or computer. When the database gets
updated the application in the preschool employees phone notices this change, and
automatically pushes a message to all active users notifying them of the new time. Thus
the employees would not have to check for updates manually all the time but would get
important information right away as a service to them.
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Push technology: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Push_technology

Apple Push Notification is a service for automatically sending messages to a device from a server. It can
send a message when something is added or changed on a server that runs a service that an application on
the device is using. The user of the device then automatically receives a notification of this update.
23
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Caregivers
Some of the benefits of a mobile phone application for preschool is obvious. However
there are drawbacks and possible dangers as well.
Let us talk about the benefits to begin with. That access to an Internet portal for
preschool services in a mobile phone can be of great value should be clear with this
example.
Imagine that a caregiver is scheduled to pick up their child at a given time in the
afternoon, right after a meeting scheduled with some executives. This meeting however
takes longer time than anticipated and the caregiver is forced to notify the preschool that
the child will be picked up a little later than planned. To make a phone call and notify this
is possible but it requires the caregiver to leave the meeting and possibly wait some time
for the preschool to pick up the phone. With an application in the phone the caregiver can
just excuse him- or herself, pick up the phone and change the pickup time for this day
only. It is done in a few seconds and the caregiver never has to take his or her mind off
the meeting.
Another just as likely area of use is at home, also shown by Cui Y., Roto V. [12]. Answers
from the survey as well as from the interviews with demonstration of the iPhone
application for the Preschool Portal at the preschools suggest that the mobile phone
application might be preferred over the home computer even when the caregiver is at
home. For the quick and simple features it is more convenient to just pick up the phone
than go and sit in front of the computer. For example if the child needs lots of attention
and the caregiver might not want to leave it but need to communicate with the preschool
right away, right there the phone is a much more natural choice. With the phone
application the procedure will be very quick, not taking to much time away from caring for
the child and the caregiver does not even have to leave the room.
Instantly checking what the children ate today or will be eating tomorrow would also be
very convenient according to most caregivers. Almost all respondants to the survey
stated that a food schedule would be one of the most usable features of a mobile phone
application. To demonstrate, say for example that the user is presently in the grocery
store and has completely forgotten this whilst shopping for the evenings dinner. If this
information is available with the touch of a finger in the phone the user will be very
pleased and more relaxed. It could be presented as a schedule in the application,
available for browsing through at the users convenience.
There could also be notifications sent by sms or by a push notification to the caregivers
phone that reminds or informs the user that something interesting is going on, for
example the message ”Today - Picnic in the woods at 9 a.m. Remember
warm clothes.” could be presented to the user to keep him or her up-to-date.
Tarasewich, Gong, F-H Nah and DeWester also talks about ubiquitous use of mobile
phone services in [13] and emphasises the importance of designing the application for
use in countless situations, regardless of context. They also provide good arguments for
designing applications to gain the users trust in the technology and maintain easy of use.
The future lies in ubiquitous use and application developers should be ready for this.
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Enthusiastic users - only good?
The results of the survey could be interpreted in different ways. Using only the answers
from the survey as grounds and generalising over all potential future users, they show that
about half of the caregivers in Stockholm with children in preschool are users of
advanced mobile phones. Furthermore they are people who generally feel comfortable
with integrating many of their daily routines with IT and easily take this technology to
them and embrace it.
Of course a generalisation of that magnitude is not realistic or possible to make based on
the number of participants in the survey used in this thesis. However given the answers
from the survey and together with the interviews it can be guessed, with good grounds,
that the introduction of the Preschool Portal as a mobile service would be not only highly
anticipated but also popular in use by caregivers of the 21th century, who can easily
adapt to this new way of communicating with their preschool. Given that they are such
advanced users they would probably have high expectations on the preschools adapting
to the new technology as well in order to fully utilize the mobile services and the
advantages that would come along with them.
However there could also be potential issues with the caregivers being so enthusiastic in
adapting to this new technology and the new way of communicating with the preschools,
if they are significantly more so than the preschool employees. While many of the
employee respondants answered that they are positive and excited towards the
introduction of the Preschool Portal and all its advantages, as stated earlier, these results
may not be representative for the whole group. The ratio of the number of respondants
compared to the number of recipients is much lower among the preschool employees
than among the caregivers. Furthermore the percentage of respondants stating that they
feel stress and anxiety concerning increased computer use is much higher among the
employees who responded on paper compared to those responding to the initially
publicised online survey.
This could indicate that many who did not answer do not feel comfortable using
computers to a large extent and may not be as flexible in adjusting to the new IT the
Preschool Portal brings to their workplace. Furthermore this could lead to a situation
when the caregivers embrace the new technology and starts using the Preschool Portal
exclusively - forsaking phone calls and inform the preschool employees orally to a lesser
degree - and the employees does not. If this situation should become reality, there might
be a gap in the important communication between caregivers and employees concerning
the children and the preschool activities. That gap may lead to a worsened relasionship
between the caregivers and preschool employees, as well as more stress factors in the
employees work.

Mobile Phone Security and User Privacy
Many caregivers also touched upon the subject of security and safety. While some raised
the subject on their own and others responded when asked the answers were the same.
Security is important and it should never be possible for an unauthorized person to
access the data on the service. This would be achieved by using a secure login in the
application and should be complemented with secure encryption of data that is sent and
received by the mobile device. Currently the most fit solution is probably to take
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advantage of the login used in the full version of the Preschool Portal. The login service
uses BankID 24 and the user could be given the opportunity to choose a password for the
mobile service when logged in through BankID on a computer. This password is then
used when logging in to the mobile application. Encryption could be handled by using
HTTP Secure 25 . This type of security is used by many web portals, for example for online
payment, and uses the SSL och TLS protocols. 26
Actually security in mobile phones is a matter of discussion these days. Several reports of
programs and people hacking in to smartphones have been brought to light. Wether or
not it is easy or really dangerous is a matter of another thesis but the rumours of hacked
phones make the users more insecure in their usage of services. Therefore security must
be a prioritized part of an application handling private data and information like a mobile
preschool application. Another dangerous situation is if a user should loose his or her
phone. Many users of smartphones do not use any type of PIN-code to get access to the
phone but leaves it wide open, never contemplating the possibility of them loosing the
phone. Similarly many applications and services, although they require correct login
information to be used often store this information for automatic login when used on a
mobile phone. This means that a caregiver who does not have a PIN-code lock on their
phone and also lets their applications login automatically will allow anyone who finds the
phone to access all information about the owner. This type of security risks are often
overlooked and can be quite dangerous. The Preschool Portal application for instance
should never feature automated login and should use strong security in order to not
compromise caregivers’ and childrens’ personal information. These risks are also shown
and discussed by Tarasewich, Gong, F-H Nah and DeWester in [13].
An interesting article discussing the possible threat of downloading applications to a
mobile phone. The software, though not intended to be harmful may create security holes
or get access to private user data without the user knowing excactly what information is
made available [6]. Another article that discusses mobile phone security with emphasisis
on possible threats enabled when downloading third-party applications. This article also
shows that mobile phones can be proven secure towards remote parties [11].

24

Detta är BankID: http://www.bankid.com/sv/Vad-ar-BankID/

25

HTTP Secure: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_Secure

26

Transport Layer Security: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
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Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis work is about a mobile phone application for managing preschool services. In
focus are the effects on the preschool employees and their daily work of introducing the
advanced IT system that is required for the mobile application to be used actively.
Another subject in focus are the caregivers who are the users of the application and its
services. Details about their current use of mobile phones and mobile phone services as
well as how they would use an application for preschool and what functions they would
find most useful were documented. These details were important when developing and
designing the application that is part of the result of this thesis work. Furthermore they
helped in determining how the preschool employees can be most helped by the IT
system, and what should be considered to avoid stress factors in the daily work.
The mobile phone application is an extension to the Preschool Portal IT solution that aims
at making caregivers and preshool employees communicate more easily and share
information with each other.
The results show that a mobile phone application for communicating with their preschool
would be a very useful addition to other communication channels and that many
caregivers would use it to a high degree. Caregivers believe that an application would
help them daily and make communicating with their preschool more convenient in many
situations.
The preschool employees believe that in the long run a mobile phone application in
general and the entire Preschool Portal in particular would help them in their daily work
and would easy communication with caregivers. With proper education, training and
practice the IT system will enable them to spend more time caring for the children
because gathering and communicating information like answering phone calls, writing
notes and informing caregivers of events will be more streamlined and automated.
The Preschool Portal IT system is currently in pilot testing phase and the mobile
application has yet to reach that phase. With evaluation, further development and
attention paid to the risks and difficulties associated with improper implementation of the
services and unsatisfying education of the employees (and caregivers to some regard), it
will be an excellent and very practical extension to preschool services in a live, sharp
version.

Future Work
The mobile phone application developed during this thesis work is not a live, working
version ready to be released to the public. It is intended to work as a foundation for
further development of both the application itself and the services offered on a mobile
phone. Integration of secure digital signing required for some services would be highly
valuable according to several caregivers. This would for example enable a caregiver to
report to the Swedish Social Insurance Administration that he or she is staying at home
with a sick child. This report is required in order to receive compensating salary because
of the absence from work and many caregivers would like to see this service available in
the mobile phone application.
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The mobile phone application developed during this thesis only features the basic
functions of reporting a child as sick or well, reporting a planned vacation or browsing a
limited food schedule. This was a limitation planned from the beginning because of the
work load that planning the survey, reading literature and articles, analysing the results
and writing a report puts on the author. Other functions mentioned thus have to be
developed and integrated before the application will be really useful to most caregivers.
Furthermore the mobile application only targets the iPhone platform. In order for the
mobile Preschool Portal to be really succesful all major mobile phone platforms like
Android, Windows Phone 7, Symbian and so on would need to be supported. However
the results from this thesis work should be very helpful in order to develop those
applications as well. Although the application developed only works on iPhone the
features, functions and general design will be quite easily applicable on other platforms
and the results from the survey and interviews are universal in nature because no focus
on the iPhone platform was included.
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Appendix
Survey results
Below follows graphs produced from the results of the two enquiries. The first section
present data from the preschool employees responses. The second section present data
from the caregiver responses.
The graphs show certain data from the enquiries such as age, sex and answers to the
questions which should be answered with a number. For a presentation of the other
comments and answers see the Results chapter, or the Discussion chapter for a
discussion of the answers.
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